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rr ereatty appkeciats you letter ‘ot 8 soty’ ‘1686 ‘and! the, ‘trouble: you took to 
elaborate’ your’ ‘glaws “tf, as" you’ S8yy 3 our amended’ plead ings ( T'have not seen 
the text but dilly a’ cursory “press teport) would have’ the effet of ‘compelling’ the 
Attorney Geners] to defend the Warren Report in épen eotrt; then I aa Indeed™ ~*~ - 
cheered and gratified, But I would hope that the Attorney General would, ba . 
required to defand the Report! agein’t alithentic, : heap ponsible, dOoctitiented eritict Sin 
and not merely’ against” the” ‘t¥ansparentiy” specious, taccurate, and’ ‘Andiserizinate ., 
charges by’ the Row Orléene. District “Attorney. . 

You argue that the Warren Report is an official gévérnment décument and that a 
jury should be allowed to decide whether it or Garrison's case is factual and true. 
I do not accept the premise that if Garfiaon's ddse“is contrived and faise—~as I am 
convinced that it is--then the Karren Report is correct and honest. Beth cases can 
and do co-exist in the sordid realm of non—truth and cynical infidelity to plain 

fact, although I do not equate the clumsiness of Garrison's gambit with the subtlety 
and sophistication of the karren Commisdion?s| product. ironically, the pro~Garrison 
eritics of the Warren Report incline to drgue that ‘Since the Report is fraudulent, 
Garrison's “investigation” and *findings® mist theféfore be legitimate. Surely it 
is not an instance of “either/or.” 

T am pleased te learn that you have read Accessories After The Fact and I az 
erateful for your con splinentary remarks about the book. I hope that you have alco 
read Inquest by Ed Epstein, The Cawald Affair by Leo sauvage, and Six seconds in 
Dalles by J.G. Thompson. It ceexs to me indisputable that these works, individually 
or in the aggregate, throw the gravest doubt on the. central cor aclusions of the 
Warren Report (indeed, destroy thea), and raise serious questions about the 
probity of certain Commission menbers and lawyers-—-to say nothing of the Dallas 
Police {I have documented outright perjury by certain officers on pages S509 of 
Accessories, and a Commission lawyer himself accused two other officers of 
perjury) and the FBI (which engaged in intimidation of witnesses and misreporting 
of their statements, anong other practices), on whose investigntory services the 

Commission relied. You may not believe that the Commission committed deliberate 
fraud but since you do concede blind spots, prejudices, and sins of omiseion and 
comission, then it seeus to me that you must also concede the possibility that 
those deficiencies Jed to erroneous and insupportable findings. As for the 
eninence and distinguished reputations of the men who comprised the Commission 
-~i ean only repeat what 1 suggested in my book: that the evidence cannot be 
judged in terms of the reputations of the authors of the Harren Teport but that, 
on the contrary, that the authors of the Report must be judged in the light of 
the evidence. In short, explicit misrepresentation and manipulation of testimony 
anc documents cannot be dianissed because, on a philosophical or hypethetical 
level, those responsible were considered incapable of doing what they did. 
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Lee Harvey ‘Oawald's ‘payehological atructure and biographical history are subject | 
to a vurlety of interpretations and evaluations, of differing degrees of mubjectivity, - 
influenced by og predicated on the crimes of which he has been accused. His ' “portrait” | 
changed radically, as rou aay have noted, fron one day to the next—-the intervening 
event of his execution ha ving caused the isuediate reversal of pronouncezents about 
his mental stability and the like. But Oewald's personality and orientation become” 
irrelevant if, ae the eritics have denongtrated ,. he 3d | BOY. have the : BOPLye, the. RENE y 
or the opportunity to commit the ausassization, | the benefit of “any doubt. in “thie” | 
respect inalisnably, belongs “to” Oswald; | not to the venbrable Chairian ‘ee “the” karren on 
Conaiasion or ‘bis’ Bas speigtes, nd apel stants, teh, lee. oP a ea ee 

You, more. than’ aiiy maa, Sn this. ‘oun ery, ‘how that ye 4s possibile tor 2 a betty” 
innocent am to be accused by high” officials’ of. gonepiracy to nupder. the Pre: vident, 
Perhaps in tike eid with tranghiliity, you sili came “iQ agree that Cowald, $00, WER 
faisely accused. In closing, I should like ts’ reiterate ay ‘donfiddrice in your ~ 
couplete exoneration and, ay goog wishes. 
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